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Abstract— Over the last 20 years, several crack detection
algorithms have been developed to implement safe and efficient
automated road condition survey (ARCS) systems. Although
the current state-of-the-art algorithms can achieve a high level
of accuracy, their computation time makes them infeasible to
implement in real-time without massive parallelization. This
paper presents a fast and accurate crack detection algorithm.
The algorithm consists of the following major steps: 1) Image
preprocessing; 2) Preliminary crack segmentation to minimize
false negatives; 3) Crack object generation and connection to
remove false positives; and 4) Refinement of the crack segmen-
tation through a minimal path search based procedure. The
proposed algorithm achieves an overall score of 80 in the Crack
Detection Algorithm Performance Evaluation System (CDA-
PES). With a median processing time of 0.52 seconds for 0.65
megapixel images on a single CPU thread, this algorithm makes
accurate, real-time processing viable. The research presented
in this paper contributes towards more widespread adoption of
safer and efficient automated road condition surveys.

I. INTRODUCTION

Regular road infrastructure condition surveys are impor-
tant for optimizing the use of resources for infrastructure
maintenance. Road infrastructure condition surveys can be
classified as manual, semi-automated or automated. In man-
ual surveys, engineers determine the infrastructure condition
during a field survey which is unsafe, laborious and time-
consuming. In semi-automated surveys, the road infras-
tructure is recorded using on-vehicle sensors and analyzed
manually later. This makes the surveys safer but still labo-
rious and time-consuming. Automated surveys involve the
use of on-vehicle sensors and distress detection algorithms
to automatically determine the pavement condition making
them the preferred alternative. However, very few transporta-
tion agencies have adopted automated road infrastructure
condition surveys (ARCS).

Pavement cracking is one of the most widespread pave-
ment distresses and has the largest impact on road condition
[1]. Properties such as crack type, crack length, cracked
area and crack width are required to quantify the pavement
condition [2] and for subsequent MR&R decision-making.

The most common approach to crack detection is based
on classifying image blocks or individual pixels as cracked
or non-cracked, based on the aggregate statistics of the
entire image or the neighborhood of the image blocks or
pixels under question. Each image block or pixel is treated
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Fig. 1: Disjoint crack segmentation from individual classifi-
cation

as a separate classification problem. Hence, the continuity
of crack features is not guaranteed. This approach will be
referred to as individual classification [3], [4], [5], [6], [7].
Individual classification can also be applied to the frequency
domain transform of the image. Edge detection [8] based
methods [9], [10] and wavelet transform [11] based methods
[12], [13], [14] fall under this category. Supervised learning
has also been extensively applied for crack detection using
individual classification [15], [16], [17].

As mentioned before, individual classification does not
consider that cracks are continuous, salient features. As a
result, the crack segmentation generally provides a disjoint
crack pattern, as shown in figure 1. Oliveira and Correia [18]
label disjoint crack segments with the same identifier, but
do not connect the segments. The closing operation offers a
simple postprocessing step for connecting the disjoint cracks,
but it connects noise close to the cracks as well. Hence, it is
important to guide the direction of expansion along the crack
structure. Some crack detection algorithms have developed
customized morphological transforms to solve this problem
[19], [20] but they only work for very small discontinuities.
Tensor Voting (TV) has been very effective in joining disjoint
crack segments and eliminating noise [21], [22], [23], [24].
However, TV has two shortcomings: it is computationally
expensive and it results in a blurred out image of the cracks
which has to be further processed to obtain the final crack
pattern.

Minimal-path algorithms (MPA) attempt to detect cracks
by searching for the optimal path across a potential map
formed by the image, where a path along the crack is
incentivized [25], [26], [27], [28]. Minimal-path based meth-
ods clearly provide the most accurate yet robust results.
Unfortunately, MPAs require an enormous amount of compu-
tation. Attempts have been made to reduce the computation
requirement [24] and to reduce the computation time using
parallelization [29].

The objective of this paper was to develop a fast and
accurate crack detection algorithm. To achieve this objective,
a minimal path based approach is targeted because of the
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Fig. 2: Effect of preprocessing

high accuracy and robustness obtained. To address the issue
of speed, a preliminary crack segmentation method using
individual classification is proposed to limit the number
of minimal path searches to only the crack pattern. To
address the discontinuities in the crack pattern due to the
individual classification approach, a novel bottom-up method
for connecting the disjoint crack pattern has been developed.
The connected preliminary crack pattern is then used to
generate the inputs for a minimal path algorithm, which
provides the final accurate crack segmentation. The Crack
Detection Algorithm Performance Evaluation System (CDA-
PES) has been used to evaluate and compare the proposed
algorithm.

II. METHODOLOGY

The major steps of the proposed algorithm are as follows:
1) The image is preprocessed via median filtering to

reduce noise.
2) A simplified individual classification algorithm is used

to obtain a preliminary crack segmentation result.
3) Crack objects are generated and used to connect the

disjoint crack segments and remove noise.
4) A minimal path based algorithm is used to detect the

final crack pattern.

A. Preprocessing

The proposed algorithm was developed based on range
images collected by a Pavemetrics LCMS laser scanner.
Some pixels may contain out-of-range values because of the
pavement surface being outside the measurement range of
the sensor or the presence of obstructions between the sensor
and the pavement surface. In either case, these out-of-range
values produce a sharp gradient in the pavement image which
can be mistaken for a crack. These pixels are however, almost
always isolated and sparse. Therefore, a median blur is ideal
for removing these outliers. A median blur with a window
size of 9-by-9 pixels removes these outliers while preserving
cracks. Figure 2 demonstrates the effect of the median blur.

B. Preliminary Crack Segmentation

A preliminary crack segmentation is carried out to remove
the background. A simple thresholding is used to segment the
crack pixels. It is difficult to determine an ideal global thresh-
old that works for the entire image because of transverse
undulations on the pavement surface caused by the camber
and rutting. Hence, the image was divided into 20 × 20
subimages and an adaptive threshold was calculated for each
subimage.

Let Si be the set of pixels in subimage i. The threshold is
determined using the pixel value distribution of the subimage
i as follows:

1) The mean and minimum value of the subimage i is
determined.

v(i)mean =

∑j∈Si

j vj

|Si|
(1)

v
(i)
min = minj∈Si

vj (2)

Where,
vj is the range value of pixel j,
v
(i)
mean is the mean range value of subimage i and
minj∈Sivj is the minimum range value of subimage i

2) The threshold t(i) is then calculated using equation 3.

t(i) = max(0,min(v
(i)
min + α(v(i)mean − v

(i)
min)− β, γ))

(3)
0 ≤ α ≤ 1

β ≥ 0

0 ≤ γ ≤ 255

Where α, β and γ are adjustable parameters. α controls
the initial value of the threshold as a point between the
mean and minimum range values of the subimage. For
any non-zero value of α, there will be pixels which
have a value below the threshold, even in subimages
with no cracking. The pixel values of subimages with
no cracking generally have less variance. The param-
eter β decreases the threshold slightly by a constant
value. In case of subimages with no cracking, this
slight shift pushes the threshold below the minimum
value, preventing any pixels from being segmented as
crack pixels. The parameter γ sets an upper limit for
the threshold.

3) The preliminary crack segmentation map is generated.
Pixels in Si are classified as crack pixels if their range
value i.e. depth is lower than t(i).

The parameters are adjusted to minimize the false negative
error. This ensures that the thinner crack portions are not
lost. This also results in a large number of false positives,
which are removed in the next step. The optimal parameters
obtained by trial-and-error are given in table I.

C. Crack Object Connection

A connected component is defined as a set of crack pixels
such that every pixel in the set is connected to all other
pixels through a path that passes exclusively through crack
pixels through 8-neighbor connectivity. As shown in figure
3, connected components created from the true positive crack
pixels (white) are generally more elongated and have an over-
all structure with a common local orientation. In contrast,
connected components created from noise have no overall
structure and no common orientation. These distinguishing
properties are utilized to connect the crack features and
remove the noise features.
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Fig. 3: Elongated crack objects overlay on preliminary image
segmentation

Using the preliminary crack segmentation as the input,
each connected component having at least 10 pixels is used
to create a crack object. Let Ri be the set of crack pixels
in the preliminary crack segmentation that belong to crack
object i. Then crack object i has the following properties:

1) The centroid (c = (cx, cy)) of the crack object is the
centroid of the member crack pixels.

2) The length (l) is equal to the variance along the first
principal component of the pixels in Ri.

3) The width (w) is equal to the variance along the second
principal component of the pixels in Ri.

4) The eccentricity (e) is equal to
√

1− w2/l2. Larger
values of eccentricity correspond to a more elongated
shape and smaller values denote a rounder shape.

5) The orientation (o) is given by the angle created by
the principal component with the positive x-axis.

Figure 3 overlays the crack objects (magenta) over the
preliminary crack segmentation (white). The crack objects
are visualized as rectangles with the center, length, width
and angle of the length with the positive x-axis given by c,
l, w and o of the crack object respectively.

Each crack object is elongated using equations 4 and 5.

l′ = µleν (4)

w′ = weν (5)

Where l and l′ are the initial and elongated lengths re-
spectively, w and w′ are the initial and elongated widths
respectively and µ > 1 and ν > 1 are adjustable parameters.
Equations 4 and 5 were designed to incentivize crack objects
that are longer and penalize noise which generally has low
eccentricity. Figure 3 overlays the crack objects before (ma-
genta) and after (yellow) elongation on the preliminary crack
segmentation (white). The false positive crack objects are
mostly shrunk down while the true positive crack objects are
extended towards each other. The values for the parameters
were determined by trial-and-error. The finalized parameter
values are given in table I. All values in table I were
calibrated using the CDA-PES dataset.

For each crack object, a rectangle is drawn with the center
of the rectangle coinciding with the centroid of the crack
object. The length, width and the angle made by the length of
the rectangle with the positive x-axis are given by l′, w′ and

o respectively. Rectangles that overlap are considered con-
nected. The isolated false positive connected components are
much smaller than the true positive connected components
which are connected together. This image of overlaid crack
object rectangles is skeletonized and connected components
of size smaller than the parameter δ are removed. This
eliminates the false positive noise from the image, leaving
only the interconnected crack pattern intact.

TABLE I: Parameter values

Parameter Value
α 0.85
β 10
γ 65
δ 10
µ 2.7
ν 1.5

D. Minimal Path Crack Detection

From the previous subsection, a crack segmentation map
is obtained with most false positives and false negatives
removed and the disjoint crack segments patched together.
Minimal Path detection using the fast-marching algorithm
[30] was used to refine this image using the following steps.

1) The branchpoints of the image were identified. These
branchpoints along with their neighboring pixels set to
zero in the refined crack segmentation. As a result, the
image would be left with curves with no branching.

2) The endpoints of the each curve are then identified.
These endpoints serve as the input points for the fast-
marching algorithm.

3) The fast-marching algorithm is used to find an optimal
path between each pair of points using the original
range image as the potential map. The minimal path
falls along the crack pixels, which have greater depth
than the surrounding pavement, hence lower weight
associated with them.

4) Finally, the detected paths are filtered: paths smaller
than 20mm or having a mean range value higher than
the mean of the entire image are ignored. [24]

5) The removed branchpoints are added back, connecting
the minimal path curves.

Figure 4 demonstrates each step of the proposed method.

III. RESULTS

The tests were conducted on a machine with an Intel Core
i7-4770 CPU 8 cores @ 3.40GHz processor. The tests were
run on a single CPU thread. The Crack Detection Algorithm
- Performance Evaluation System (CDA-PES) [31] was used
for evaluation.

A. Accuracy

Figure 5 shows the CDA-PES dashboard for the proposed
algorithm. The overall score is 80, which is higher than
previously tested algorithms [31]. The weakest category
appeared to be transverse cracks, which are often difficult
to detect because of their thin widths. Alligator cracking
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(a) Original image (b) preliminary
crack
segmentation

(c) After crack ob-
ject patching

(d) Skeletonized
image

(e) After minimal
path search

(f) Final crack seg-
mentation

Fig. 4: Demonstration of proposed algorithm on image with
longitudinal crack

also pulled the overall score down. In both cases, the reason
was mainly false negative error, propagated by thin cracks.
These categories show the area for future improvement for
the proposed algorithm. The performance is not significantly
affected by crack width although it appears to clearly decline
as crack complexity increases.

B. Computation Speed

The greatest advantage of the proposed algorithm with
respect to the state-of-the-art algorithm is a vast reduction
in computation time. The computation speed for processing
the CDA-PES pavement image dataset has been considered.
The dataset consists of 68 images of size 0.65 megapixels.
The proposed algorithm took on average 1.15 seconds per
image. The distribution of processing times (figure 6) shows
that this is a skewed distribution. The median computation
time is 0.52 seconds. The minimal path search step was the
most computationally heavy step in the algorithm for images
with cracks.

Figure 7 demonstrates the speed improvement over the
TV algorithm. The proposed algorithm has a 36 times faster
average computation speed and a 58 times faster median
computation speed. When compared on the same image, the

Fig. 5: Dashboard for proposed algorithm

Fig. 6: Distribution of computation time of proposed algo-
rithm

proposed algorithm performed 68, 32 and 27 times faster
in an image with no cracking, one longitudinal crack and
alligator cracking respectively.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a fast and accurate crack detection
algorithm. The core contribution to crack detection research
is a novel preliminary crack segmentation method and a
fast method for connecting the disjoint crack pattern as
an alternative to tensor voting. These contributions provide
a method to automatically obtain the input points for the
fast-marching algorithm, which has been found to be very
accurate in finding the crack path between between two given
points on a crack. The algorithm presented in this paper
offers a robust, accurate and fast crack detection algorithm
which will have a strong beneficial impact on the widespread
adoption of automated road condition surveys, making road
condition surveys safer and more efficient.

The following future recommendations are made:

1) Although the proposed algorithm has a good overall
performance, the CDA-PES analysis reveals that alliga-
tor cracking and transverse cracking are the most diffi-
cult cases for the proposed algorithm. Further research
is recommended to further improve the performance in
these categories.
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Fig. 7: Comparison of computation time

2) Parallel and GPU processing is recommended to fur-
ther improve the speed of the algorithm.

3) The application of the proposed crack detection algo-
rithm in other fields can be explored. Crack detection
has applications in bridge inspection, building informa-
tion modeling, manufacturing and medical imaging.

4) The crack objects already store useful information
about the crack pattern. This crack pattern informa-
tion can have applications in crack classification. The
possibility of using the crack object data for crack
classification should be explored.
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